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beta phase is entering the last days. this means it is time for a significant release. in the last months, qbittorrent has been used to load data from torrents and
remove invalid data in torrents. it has been working fine for this, but we couldn't do any major changes to the torrent loading algorithms because of old code.
now, after using qbittorrent for a while, we can do some major rewrites and additions to the torrent loading algorithm. this leads to improvements in reliability

and speed. in this beta, after removal of invalid files, an archive file is generated. it contains everything a dedicated external tool requires to start a torrent. this
external tool is ported to qt5 and it is no longer generic, because it is now used by qbittorrent. beta phase is entering the last days. this means it is time for a

significant release. in the last months, qbittorrent has been used to load data from torrents and remove invalid data in torrents. it has been working fine for this,
but we couldn't do any major changes to the torrent loading algorithms because of old code. qbittorrent v4.1.8 was released. all features are active and the

source code is the public release. some of the changes since the last stable series (version 4.0.0) * support for unicode 9.0 (with the iconv library) * support for
the xdg base directory specification version 1.2 * based on the updated libtorrent library (version 1.0) qbittorrent v4.0.0 was released. it is based on the new and

modernized libtorrent library (version 1.1.0). there's no direct dependency to qt5. see the news.rst file and news.qt for the full release changelog. some of the
changes since the last stable series: * support for the xdg base directory specification version 1.1 * added support for the ssz cache compression option (png
optimization) * updates to the deluge ui engine * just like version 4.x, qbittorrent has been modified to have a native icon. * several ui optimizations on the

windows version
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qbittorrent v4.2.2 was released. it contains a couple of fixes for windows: - the windows 10/8 installer has been fixed. it now also works on windows 7. - dropbox
will now work again. - dns prefetching has been fixed. - isp-provided dns servers will now work. qbittorrent v4.2.1 was released. it contains various fixes to deal

with various crashes and bugs. it also fixes an issue with the scan for new torrents when using vnc. this release will be the last for qt5 on windows. the qt6
version on windows will be the next release. download it now. fixes in v4.1: community members have the opportunity to vote on new qbittorrent features in the
ideas page of the community forum. this forum provides a nice place to discuss new feature ideas, to vote for ideas you like and to vote for new features/plugins
from the community. the voting will start with a new release. the first vote will open for public discussion on this release. so, please indicate your opinion for this
release. qbittorrent is a multi-platform client supporting many protocols for a wide range of purposes. the following release of the series adds support for magnet
links. it also adds metadata plugins for mininova and mp3tunes. qbittorrent is a multi-platform client supporting many protocols for a wide range of purposes. the
following release of the series adds support for the incoming tracker metabench . it also adds metadata plugins for mininova and mp3tunes. the development line
is going into beta phase. it is planned to release a new version every month, which would include new protocol support and plugins. time will tell if this is possible

and if we can maintain this pace. stay tuned for the next development update. in the last days of the month qbittorrent will follow mininova's lead and disable
comments (comments have too many shortcomings anyway). 5ec8ef588b
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